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Abstract
In this paper, we describe an application domain which re-
quires the computational simulation of human-human com-
munication in which one of the interlocutors has an expres-
sive communication disorder. The importance and evalua-
tion of a process, called here microplanning and surface re-
alization, for such communicative agents is discussed and a
related exploratory study is described.

1 Introduction
For a spoken act of communication, Speech Act Theory tells
us that for each physical utterance, three acts are actually per-
formed [1] — a locutionary act (the act of uttering a sequence
of words, such as shouting or whispering), an illocutionary
act (the act performed in saying, such as requesting, asking,
telling, suggesting, or greeting), and a perlocutionary act (the
act that actually results of the utterance, such as impressing,
persuading, or embarrassing). Locutionary acts and illocu-
tionary acts stand in a many-to-many relationship with one
another; multiple possible illocutionary acts can correspond
to a particular locutionary act, and a particular illocution-
ary act can be accomplished by multiple possible locution-
ary acts. If acts of communication performed using multi-
ple modes of communication are considered,1then there are
even more possible locutionary acts that could accomplish a
particular illocutionary act. For example, to refer to an en-
tity, a speaker might use, in isolation or in combination, the
modes of speech (e.g., through the use of various deictic lin-
guistic expressions), gesture (e.g., through the use of vari-
ous types of gestures, deictic or otherwise), facial expression,
gaze, torso and head movement and so on.

Such a distinction can be made for embodied conver-
sational agents (ECAs), too. The illocutionary act that
is to be performed is represented in the agent’s architec-
ture as a planned communicative action, in an intermediate,
functionally-specified form. For example:
S INFORM L THAT X [22], or
SPEECH ACT TEMPLATE: Describe(object Y, aspect Z) [8]
But such acts might be accomplished by multiple possible
locutionary acts. Alternatively, communicative plans may
have multiple possible surface realizations (depending on the
communicative articulators afforded by the agent’s embodi-
ment). Functionally-specified plans describe what the agent
should communicate, but not necessarily how the act should
be conveyed (the illocutionary component of the planned
communicative action is given, but not which of the several
possible locutionary acts should be performed).

This task of deriving a surface realization for a partic-
ular communicative plan can be called microplanning and
surface realization (MP&SR). MP&SR in the generation
of multimodal utterances for a communicative agent differs
from MP&SR for natural language generation (NLG). The
output of a MP&SR module in an agent architecture may
yet be preliminary (e.g., it may be subsequently passed to
some other module, such as for graphics rendering), while
the output of MP&SR in NLG is readable text. Also, not all
agent behaviours are the output of the agent’s MP&SR mod-
ule — if the architecture includes a reactive layer, then the
production of some communicative behaviours bypasses the
two-step process of plan generation and MP&SR (this strat-
egy may avoid unnecessary computational processing). For
NLG, however, MP&SR is the last step for all output. But for
both types of MP&SR, content determination is an important
preliminary task; for communicative agents, this task is sub-
sumed by the agent architecture.

When humans perform multimodal acts of communica-
tion, the use of the spoken and non-spoken modes of com-
munication is coordinated — the relative timing of the sub-
constituent, mode-specific actions of the overall multimodal
communicative act can affect the act’s overall interpretation.
The MP&SR module of an ECA must too carefully coor-
dinate the way in which the agent’s modes are used — not
necessarily in the interest of emulating human communica-
tive behaviour accurately (in fact, this is not required nor de-
sired for some application domains), but rather in the inter-
est of avoiding the unintended or undesirable consequences
of a poorly coordinated multimodal communicative act (or,
conversely, in the interest of capitalizing on the benefits of a
well-coordinated one). In order to use modes synergistically,
an MP&SR module must be able to identify and capitalize on
inter-mode interactions. Additionally, it must ensure consis-
tency across the modes, as users may be particularly sensitive
to this [20].

We would argue that the process of MP&SR can be found,
at least implicitly, in those agent architectures that, for at least

1In this generalization of Speech Act Theory, acts of communication
may be performed not only with the mode of speech, but also with other
modes of communication. However, this generalization has some theoret-
ical consequences [3]. In order for an illocutionary act to be performed
successfully, the listener must recognize the illocutionary intention of the
speaker. But for multimodal acts of communication, intent may not be so
easily identified, even in principle. If, as some argue, certain componentsof
multimodal communication are epiphenomenal, then it doesn’t make sense
to attribute intentionality to them. The result is a slippery slope in which
the distinction between a communicative process and an information pro-
cess becomes blurred.



some communicative behaviour, make use of an intermedi-
ate, functionally-specified communicative plan and that have
sufficiently articulated embodiments. And although such ar-
chitectures could potentially weigh and choose from among
multiple possible surface realizations for a given communi-
cation plan, this has not been explored in detail [8, 10, 27].
In the subsequent section, we describe our particular appli-
cation domain in which such a selection mechanism, in an
explicitly-defined MP&SR module, is important.

2 Current Research
A goal of our current research is to model human-human
communication which involves an interlocutor who has an
expressive communication disorder (arising from, say, cere-
bral palsy or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), has little or no
functional speech or writing, and uses an AAC device — a
clinical intervention that can provide an individual with the
mode of synthesized speech. We focus on communication
disorders that arise from physical disorder of an individual’s
communicative articulators, which include the speech-sound
articulators (which underlie the modes of speech and vo-
calization) and other neuromuscular articulators (which un-
derlie the modes of gesture, facial expression, gaze and so
on). Communicative articulators are the physical means with
which acts of communication can be performed and stand in
many-to-many relationships with the modes of communica-
tion; the status of the communicative articulators determines
which modes of communication are available and to what de-
gree. (The term “communication mode” has several different
usages in the literature; we use it here to refer to the physi-
cal manifestation of the communicative action, but also, to
some degree, the abstract properties of the shared system of
meaning in which that act is interpreted.)

The multimodal utterances produced by individualswhose
articulators are constrained are not merely simplified, paler
versions of those produced by individuals who do not have
physical disabilities [4, 5]. Aided communicators are adap-
tive in performing multimodal utterances [6]. The aided
mode of synthesized speech is used selectively. It is often the
only linguistic mode available. Also, a communicator has a
higher likelihood of being understood properly if this mode
is used. Unfortunately, the aided mode is fatiguing to use
and slow (possibly to the point that a breakdown in commu-
nication occurs). In addition, the interfaces of these devices
often compete with or subvert the communicator’s adaptive
strategies. For instance, an interlocutor, anticipating her next
conversational turn, must look down at the display of the de-
vice in order to compose a spoken utterance precisely at the
point where eye gaze is important in regulating turn-taking.
So the use of the aided mode may preclude the use of other
unaided modes to communicate. This interference arises be-
cause the use of the aided and unaided modes both depend
upon a common set of communicative articulators (in the ex-
ample above, the oculomotor articulators). Thus, the aided
mode of synthesized speech is not a replacement for the ex-
isting unaided modes, but rather a sometimes-intrusive and
sometimes-valuable addition to the individual’s repertoire.

Current AAC devices still only partially mediate commu-
nication disorders and are incremental improvements over
their precursors. Increased multimodality is seen as a pos-

sible improvement to AAC design [26], but this requires a
better understanding of the interrelationships between the
aided and unaided modes. The goals of our research are,
first, to formalize these interrelationships and to model ac-
curately the communication that is mediated by existing de-
vices and then subsequently to model the effects of alter-
native, prototypical AAC devices, thereby providing a de-
velopment and testing environment for the design of AAC
systems. These simulations involve the use of communica-
tive agents as models of human communicators, but these
agents differ from those in other work. For example, the
agent BALDI is used as an instructional tool for deaf children
so that they may learn how to use their speech sound articu-
lators in the absence of auditory feedback [19]. Performa-
tive Faces is a simulation tool in which the joint production
of facial expressions and speech is investigated [22]. But in
our application, the articulators that are afforded by the com-
municator’s embodiment themselves are parameters of the
MP&SR process. These parameters determine what types
of surface realizations the MP&SR module can produce. By
varying these parameter values, we simulate a wide variety of
communicators — both those with and without physical dis-
abilities. To constrain scope of possible behaviours, we fo-
cus on multimodal referential communication. Although the
productionof referring expressions is a more specific domain
of communicative action than that of other agents, we felt is
was an appropriate startingplace, as referring expressions are
both are fundamental in everyday conversation (and, by ex-
tension, to aided communicators) and are often highly mul-
timodal [2].

3 Evaluation Methodologies for MP&SR
3.1 Motivation
The evaluation of MP&SR is important in agent evaluation,
yet is still poorly defined. As described earlier, an MP&SR
module is, in effect, responsible for the selection of one sur-
face realization over another. Since the illocutionary act to
be performed by the agent has been derived prior to the in-
vocation of this module, only the act’s surface realization is
within the module’s scope of influence. Thus, we could say
that the module’s effect is local. On the other hand, the se-
lection of a surface realization is tantamount to the specifi-
cation of agent behaviour and can affect the appearance of
its communicative strategy. (This determination should, in
principle, take into account a variety of global considera-
tions, many of which would not be — and, given the prin-
ciples of modularity, should not be — visible or available to
an MP&SR module.) Thus, the module’s effect is global. So
the quality of an MP&SR module in an agent architecture can
have far-reaching consequences — the locutionary compo-
nent of the multimodal utterances performed by an agent are
one of the primary sources of information upon which human
users base their subjective judgments and assessments of the
agent’s personality, competence, and abilities. In addition,
they are also one of the primary means upon which the hu-
man user relies in order to perform any required tasks.

The surface realizations produced by the MP&SR mod-
ule of a NLG systems can be evaluated with respect to the
standards of written language (e.g., grammaticality, lexical
choice, etc), but no analogous standard exists for the surface



realizations produced by MP&SR module of an agent archi-
tecture. Rather, the quality of the output depends upon a stan-
dard that is context-dependent. The surface realizations re-
quired by, say, an agent serving as a collaborator on a partic-
ular task (e.g., a real estate agent working with a buyer [8])
may differ from those required by a pedagogical agent [17],
by an agent that serve as an instructor [19], or by an agent
that acts as a research model [22]. Rather than posit some
a priori standard, we can instead make use of the following
four dimensions in determining which evaluation criteria are
appropriate.

Ability to handle a variety of plans An MP&SR module
should handle all of the communicative plans within its in-
put domain, although the scope of the domain depends upon
the application. For example, an MP&SR module within an
architecture for a generalized ECA must be able to derive
surface realizations for a wide variety of illocutionary acts,
while for a modeling application, the module might special-
ize in derivations of surface realizations for a particular type
of communicative function.

Resemblance to human behaviour An MP&SR module
should model human behaviour, but only with respect to the
properties or dimension that are relevant to the communica-
tive context. For example, a pedagogical agent in some in-
stances might caricature human behaviour but not in others
(e.g., for savvy users, the perception of competence might be
particularly important), but it still should follow the rules of
turn-taking. Another way of describing this evaluation cri-
terion is model adequacy — a model of human expressive
communicative behaviour can be construed from the agent’s
architecture, in the sense that its implementation describes
the human process by simulation, invoking similarities be-
tween a computational process and the behaviour under in-
vestigation. The adequacy of this model is determined by
its ability to account for the range of behaviours within its
scope. “Lacuna-based” evaluations [8] relate to this crite-
rion of model adequacy. Note that model adequacy should
be distinguished from theoretical adequacy — for model ad-
equacy, a range of human communicative behaviours must
be accounted for, but not necessarily by the same mecha-
nisms that humans employ (and, thus, model adequacy can
be thought of as I/O equivalence). Model and theoretical
adequacy have been alternatively described as “phenomeno-
logical” and “process” [20].

Consistency across modes and consideration of inter-
mode interactions An MP&SR module should take into
account inter-mode interactions (to avoid the problems aris-
ing from poor coordination, or to capitalize from the bene-
fits from subtle coordination), but the potential for such in-
teractions depends upon the embodiment of the agent and the
types of possible communicative action.

Adaptation An MP&SR module might need to adapt to
changing conditions. An agent’s ability to adapt its global
communication strategy is a factor in the agent’s usefulness
[21], but adaptation with respect to the characteristics of the
surface realizations that the agent’s MP&SR module derives
are also important [6]. Certain surface realizations are more
beneficial than others (where benefit can be expressed by
measures such as likelihood of being interpreted correctly,

or positive impact on the communicator’s perceptions of the
agent), so an agent might need to adapt its surface realiza-
tions to suit the changing conditions of the interaction.

3.2 Related Research
For our application domain, it is particularly important that
the surface realizations generated by our MP&SR module
emulate those that would be produced by human commu-
nicators in analogous circumstances. Whether model ade-
quacy served as the basis for the evaluation of other MP&SR
modules was relevant to our research. This question,
however, presupposes a certain conceptual framework for
MP&SR. For instance, in our agent architecture, a MP&SR
module is defined explicitly, whereas in other architectures,
the functionality exists implicitly.

Two basic classes of ECA-related evaluations have been
described: inter-interface evaluations — which assess the
degree to which or the manner in which an interface that
makes use of an embodied agent offers an advantage over
other types of interfaces (such as menu- or phone-based in-
terfaces, for example [10]); and inter-ECA evaluations —
which assess the degree to which or the manner in which
one ECA offers an advantage over another ECA (for exam-
ple [9]). Whether an evaluation is carried out using a Wizard
of Oz simulation or an actual implementation of the system
is considered to be an orthogonal issue.

Inter-interface evaluations Interfaces based on ECAs dif-
fer from other types of interfaces with respect to many fac-
tors, only one of them being manner or quality of surface re-
alization. The level at which these factors can be controlled
for is fairly coarsely-grained, so it is problematic to attribute
some particular evaluation outcome with the specific factor
that relates to the performance of an ECA’s MP&SR mod-
ule. Our intuition tells us that a correlation should exist —
MP&SR determines at least a subset of the agent’s outward,
expressive behaviour, which, in turn, can affect the measures
that relate to the user’s subjective experience arising from the
use of one type of interface vs. another (e.g., such as prefer-
ence [10] and assessments of autonomy [8]). Additionally,
measures that relate to the user’s behaviour or performance
when using one interface vs. another would be influenced by
the ECA’s MP&SR module (such as rate of error [23], or at-
tention and retention [20]).

Inter-ECA evaluations Inter-ECA comparisons vary with
respect to fewer factors than inter-interface comparisons,
so it is possible to manipulate a specific factor while hold-
ing fixed the remainder. A comparison could be made of,
say, two versions of an ECA in which the underlying ar-
chitectures are identical in all respects except the MP&SR
modules. We would hypothesize that the effect of differ-
ent MP&SR modules could be demonstrated in both subjec-
tive and behavioural measures (e.g., effects in the user’s as-
sessment of the ECA’s personality, attractiveness, and com-
petence could be elicited by manipulating the manner and
style of the multimodal utterances that the MP&SR module
produces). Such effects, however, might not be solely at-
tributable to the differences in the MP&SR module. In re-
peated, uncontrolled interactions, a user might elicit different
ECA behaviours. This could result in variations in the global
communicative strategy undertaken by the agent. Thus, the



Multimodal Referential Communication Task
1. Two subjects,C (for “chooser”) and L (for “listener”) face

one another, with a set of objects positioned on a table
between them.

2. C chooses an item and communicates the identity of the
selected item to the other subject L. Any desired mode of
communication, alone or in combination, can be used.

3. L is asked by the experimenter which entity C chose. This
should be done in a way to avoid confounding effects which
might arise from L anticipation of C’s reaction. The purpose
of this step is to determine whether the task was performed
successfully.

Table 1: An overview of the multimodal referential commu-
nication task.

types of communication plans that are generated as input to
the MP&SR module would not be controlled for. Addition-
ally, this experimental condition would not control the de-
gree to which the reactive layer contributed to the agent’s
behaviour. This is another source of potential confounding,
as users are likely sensitive to the degree of consistency be-
tween the utterances generated by the MP&SR module and
the behaviour that is generated by the agent’s reactive layer
[20]. Therefore, in order to avoid the potential for confound-
ing between these factors, the types of communicative plans
generated as input to the MP&SR module must be also be
controlled for.

3.3 Background to Exploratory Study

In previous work [4, 5], we isolated the MP&SR module of
our communicative agent in the following way. First, we
constructed a task for the agents to perform, a specific type of
referential communication task, as shown in table 3.2. (We
focus on the “Visible Situation Use” [13], in which the in-
tended referent is visible to both of the interlocutors.)

This task was designed to be performed by both human
subjects in face-to-face communication and computational
agents in simulated face-to-face communication. Utterances
that convey definite reference have been elicited from human
subjects using similar tasks. In pioneering work on referen-
tial communication [14, 15, 16], a task was used in which one
subject must get the other to arrange ten hard-to-describe fig-
ures in a particular order. In subsequent work [11, 12], a sim-
ilar type of collaborative task was employed, although Tan-
gram figures were instead used. While these tasks were use-
ful for exploring the role of accumulating common ground
in the production of utterances that convey definite refer-
ence, they also required that the subjects not be visible to
one another; only the mode of speech was studied. Thus, the
referential communication task was modified to elicit multi-
modal utterances. In our simulations, we used communica-
tive agents to simulate the behaviour of the human subjects.
The agent architecture was designed so that an agent in the
role of C would know to select randomly an intended refer-
ent (say R) and to perform utterances that convey the seman-
tic information required to identify R. An individual with a
expressive communication disorder was simulated by agent
C (parameters values representing properties of the agent’s
embodiment are used to simulate a variety of disorders). Any
of the available modes of communication may be used, but

not in a conflicting manner; as well, neither the partial or-
dering over the sub-constituents of the semantic representa-
tion of the intended referent, nor the Gricean maxim of quan-
tity may be violated. This task is under-constrained, so the
MP&SR module selects non-deterministically any valid ut-
terance. This condition guarantees that the plan that is pro-
vided to the agent’s MP&SR module is fixed. We imple-
mented “behaviour observers” in the computational simula-
tions in order to record the multimodal utterances generated
by the MP&SR module of agent C.

We devised two conditions, A and B, in which agent C
repeatedly performs the multimodal referential communica-
tion task for L. For both conditions, the parameters of the
MP&SR module were considered the independent variables
and the output from the MP&SR module was considered
the dependent variable of the simulation, although in condi-
tion B, we manipulate the values of the independent vari-
ables. We are interested in two types of analysis — intra-
invocation analyses are based on data derived from condi-
tion A. The values of the dependent variable are compared
to an empirically-derived baseline, which reveals whether
the surface realizations produced by the MP&SR module re-
semble the utterances produced by human subjects (because
the agent behaviour is non-deterministic, a large sample of
utterances is needed). For example, the agent should em-
ploy the aided mode if and only if the conditions correspond
to the conditions in which a human communicator would.
Also, the agent should exhibit the same degree of multi-
modality as human communicators under analogous condi-
tions. Inter-invocation analyses are based on data derived
from condition B. The longitudinal data are then compared
to empirically-derived baselines. For example, the surface
realizations produced by the MP&SR module should demon-
strate the same types of adaptations as human communica-
tors (e.g., aided communicators switch modes depending on
the type of communicator partner, and exhibit varying de-
grees of multimodality). The empirical baselines used in
these preliminary evaluations we derived from the empiri-
cal studies described in the AAC research literature (such
as [7, 18]), but these are coarsely-grained. A more finely-
grained specification is needed. In the subsequent sections,
our current research to derive such baselines is described.

3.4 Exploratory Study

We have conducted an exploratory study in order to inves-
tigate the following two issues. First, the MP&SR module
was implemented so that the format of its output (the mul-
timodal utterances generated by the agent) adhered to a par-
ticular event-based representation in which the actions that
are performed with respect to each of the modes of com-
munication are represented, as well as the temporal inter-
relationships [4, 5]. Can this representation formalism serve
as a coding scheme for real-world empirical data? Second,
the perception and interpretation of multimodal utterances is
subjective to some degree. Does this subjectivityhave an ad-
verse effect on inter-judgereliability? To what degree can the
details of an utterance’s surface realization be decomposed
and distinguished from the utterance’s overall interpretation
or “gestalt”?



3.4.1 Materials
A set of videotaped dyads was used as the data to be coded.
All dyads involved two subjects in a job interview scenario.
The interviewer I and the questions she asked were the same
across all dyads. Four different subjects, S1; S2; S3; and S4,
participated in the role of applicant. Each performed the in-
terview under two conditions — C1, in which a communi-
cation board served as the AAC device, and C2, in which a
voice-output communication aid served as the AAC device.

The coding scheme was based on the output specification
of our MP&SR module. Our focus was on coding the ac-
tions of the Si’s. A coding variable was defined for each of
the subject’s modes of communication. Shifts of eye gaze,
gestures (deictic and other), and vocalizations were coded.
The spoken utterances of I were coded (using [25]). We
used the exploratory sequential data analysis (ESDA) soft-
ware package MACSHAPA [24] to analyze and to code the
video. It provided a facility in which either digital or analog
video can be coded on a frame-by-frame basis and in which
the coding variables could be appropriately customized (e.g.,
as opposed to ATLAS.ti c The Knowledge Workbench). It
was also more affordable (c.f. the more-expensive package
The Observer c Noldus Information Technology). In order
to prepare the data, the videotapes were digitized. We exper-
imented with various video compression algorithms until we
found one (Sorensen) that balanced the competing require-
ments of relatively low disk space and adequate frame res-
olution (400�600) and rate (30 frames/sec). Unfortunately,
some of the data for condition C2 could not be digitized.

3.4.2 Judges
Two judges participated, the author of this paper and a re-
search assistant. The judges first coded half of the materials
and then met to discuss the problems and issues that arose
while applying the coding scheme to the data. The coding
scheme was refined, and the data were re-coded. After mul-
tiple iterations of coding the data and refining the scheme, the
remaining data were coded.

3.4.3 Discussion
Coding initially took approximately two hours per dyad
(which ranged from 4:30 to 5:31 in length), but required ap-
proximately half as much time with increased experience.
For each of the dyads, there were eight conversational turns.
The judges agreed with respect to the number and type of
each multimodal event, but disagreed with respect to the start
and finish of each action. A summary of the inter-judge dis-
agreements is given in table 2. Onset and offset� values for
each mode-specific action are given in milliseconds (msec)
and were calculated by averaging the absolute difference in
the timestamps assigned between judges J1 and J2. Much
of the disagreement arose from the effects of muscle spas-
ticity in the subjects. It was often difficult to determine the
exact start of the preparation phase and the finish of the re-
traction phases for deictic gestures. Coding onset was partic-
ularly problematic for subject S3 (inter-judge disagreement,
1040msec), and retraction for subjectsS2 andS4 (inter-judge
disagreement, 1952msec and 1004msec, respectively). We
also coded shifts in eye gaze, which varied considerably by
subject (counts varied from 12 to 37). Average inter-judge
disagreement was 262msec and 306msec for onset and off-

Onset� (msec) Offset � (msec)
S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4

Eye Gaze
C1 467 118 93 368 189 381 285 675
C2 - 341 - - - 329 - -

Gesture
C1 81 419 1040 196 726 1952 467 1004
C2 - 292 - - - 558 - -

Speech
C1 106 117 243 496 131 90 83 454
C2 - 111 - - - 37 - -

Table 2: Average inter-judge differences in the coding of
mode-specific events (by variable, subject, and condition).

set, respectively. In these preliminary materials, the sub-
ject’s eye gaze was periodically obstructed by their eyeglass
frame or the brow ridge, but this can be avoided in the fu-
ture through an improved camera angle (for the level of de-
tail required by our coding scheme, the use of an eye track-
ing device is probably not warranted.) None of the subjects
used the mode of speech. There was acceptable agreement
on the coded duration of I’s speech in each of her conversa-
tional turns (average difference, 240msec and 189msec for
onset and offset, respectively).

This study (albeit exploratory, as the task wasn’t con-
trolled and some data were re-coded) has provided answers
to our preliminary, yet crucial, questions of subjectivity and
inter-judge agreement with respect to the coding of multi-
modal utterances made by aided communicators. Several
modifications to the coding scheme were made on the ba-
sis of the coders’ discussions — we found that in order to
characterize the surface realization of a multimodal utter-
ance, it is important to avoid descriptions that appeal to an
interpretation of communicative intent. However, this can
lead to a slippery slope — if the coder is not permitted to
take intent into consideration, then it is difficult to exclude
any behaviour from coding. Even with changes to the cod-
ing scheme, some effect remained from the factor of sub-
jectivity on the perception and interpretation of certain mul-
timodal action, although the impact of this factor seems to
be correlated with the degree to which the intentionality of
a communicator’s behaviour is ambiguous. We are currently
in the process of designing a subsequent data-gathering study
so that an empirically-derived baseline that is more relevant
to the production of multimodal referring expressions (the
communicative behaviour produced by the participants Si

included non-verbal referring expressions, but none in the
“Visible Situation Use”).

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we described the application domain of sim-
ulating communicators with physical disabilities and dis-
cussed the particular importance of the process we have
called microplanning and surface realization (MP&SR). We
described our approach to the evaluation of MP&SR and
have advocated controlling for confounding factors through
the use of a specific eliciting task for communicative action.
Through iterations of evaluation and model refinement, we
hope to achieve a communicative agent that coordinates the



use of its modes of communication in a way that is appropri-
ate to the context, to the environment in which it is commu-
nicating, the interlocutor, and, especially, to the status of the
communicative articulators afforded to it by its embodiment.
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